Let me tell you my story: Rane Madras Limited, a major OEM of car parts in India, embarked on a waste management project with Mitsubishi Electric. This was initiated because of power shortages and conservation needs due to production increases. Mitsubishi Electric’s inverter was the key device that helped eliminate the waste of power. Rane Madras Limited installed the inverter to all 546 machines in its factory.

According to the project leader, it saves around 380,000 units of electricity a year. This project resulted not only in energy savings, but also motivated employees to be aware of saving energy. As a result, the first Deming Prize* in India was awarded.

www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/cssty

www.ranegroup.com/rane-madras-limited

* Deming Prize Global quality award, created in Japan that recognizes organizations for their contributions to the field of Total Quality Management (TQM).